DIRECTIONS:

(I-65 North is accessible from I-265 and I-264)

1. Take I-65 North (toward Indianapolis) to Exit 132 at Eastern Parkway.
2. Turn right onto Crittenden Drive (Denny’s will be on your right).
4. Turn right at first traffic light (Central Avenue).
5. Turn right at third traffic light (Fourth Street).
6. Continue through two traffic lights; merge into the left hand lane, go through one flashing yellow light and one traffic light (Industry Road). Drive underneath railroad tracks.
7. After first traffic light immediately turn right into first drive (Community Park is on the right).

**Please be attentive to University Personnel that may redirect traffic if needed**
**DIRECTIONS:**
(I-65 South is accessible from I-71 and I-64)

1. Take I-65 South (toward Nashville), to Exit 133 at University Boulevard.
2. Merge onto Arthur Street and get into right hand lane (left hand lane will be directed to go back onto 65 South). Go straight through first traffic light (University Boulevard).
3. Take right onto Eastern Parkway.
4. Continue through one traffic light (by Speed School). At second traffic light, stay in middle lane and take left onto Third Street.
5. Take right at first traffic light (Winkler Avenue).
6. Take right onto Fourth Street; merge into left hand lane and proceed through flashing yellow light and one traffic light (Industry Road). Drive underneath railroad tracks.
7. After first traffic light immediately turn right into first drive (Community Park is on the right).

**Please be attentive to University Personnel that may redirect traffic if needed**